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Abstract 

 

The paper analyzes two films from Peru and Bolivia: Ukamau and The Milk of Sorrow 

from the perspective of deconstruction of cholaje evident in the dramaturgy of both films. 

Research concentrates on the notion of how was cholaje represented as the byplay and how it 

was subversively deconstructed as the affirmative social and ideological paradigm in Peru and 

in Bolivia. Using the formal and stylistic film methodology the paper focuses on the aspects 

of deconstructing of cholaje executed through associative montage principle in the case of 

Ukamau and through anthropological and ethnographical coding in the case of The Milk of 

Sorrow.  The research also accentuated the notion of indianismo as the ideology opposed to 

cholaje which becomes a national and indigenous way of the future in Ukamau while in The 

Milk of Sorrow it elaborates feminist point of view and vehicle for the emancipation for the 

main character. 
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Deconstructing Cholaje in Peruvian and Bolivian Cinema 

 

The goal of this paper is to perceive the deconstruction of the concept of cholaje in 

two seminal films from Peruvian and Bolivian cinema: Ukamau directed by Bolivian Jorge 

Sanjines from 1966 and The Milk of Sorrow (La teta asustada) directed by Peruvian Claudia 

Llosa from 2009. The link between two films, however distant they are from each other in 

terms of aesthetic or poetic features is the deconstruction of the cholaje and the establishment 

of the ideology of indianismo, which was/is almost nonexistent in other Peruvian or Bolivian 

films. Ukamau being an avant-garde revolutionary manifesto of the indianismo movement is 

also the first motion picture from the region that denounces the principle of mestizaje (mixture) 

as the basis of reconciliation between colonial and postcolonial societies reshaped throughout 

20
th

 century. The Milk of Sorrow, a postmodern indigenous feminist melodrama resurfaced the 

notion of indianismo in Peru after almost a hundred years after the inauguration of cholaje.   

In order to outline the deconstruction of cholaje in both films one must first establish 

the true notion of what cholaje was/is in Peru and in Bolivia and how it was represented in the 

arts. Secondly, the analysis must show case how the deconstructed cholaje can be perceived 

as the boosting of the indianismo concept and how this concept worked in revolutionary 

Bolivia in the 60s and how does it operate in Peru of the 21
st
 century. The strength of the 

mestizaje/cholaje ideology in politics but also in the academic circles caused that the issue of 

cholaje in both films was overlooked as the primary goals of the researchers of Ukamau (class 

issues, indigenous self-reflection) and The Milk of Sorrow (feminism, trauma, guerilla terror). 

The acclaimed monographs on Peruvian and Bolivian Cinema don’t even venture into the 

critique of cholaje ideology, and articles on this subject often melt the Bolivian and Peruvian 

indianismo into generalized notion of the term indigenismo.
1
  

This paper aims to underline the deconstruction of the cholaje as the prime subversive 

quality of both films presented always in the backplane, always as the social corrosion evident 

in traditional ceremonial performances (weddings, burials, social gatherings) or in the liminal 

acts of the protagonist that breaches the nominal order (social class, assimilation of the 

minority, imposed behavior). This notion reveals itself through series of scattered byplays 

evident in both films as the supplementary episodes in the classic narrative context, but seen 

                                                           
1
 see Jose. M Sanchez – Art and politics of Bolivian Cinema 1999, , David J. Wood- indigenismo and the 

Avangarde 1997,etc.  
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through optics of their subversive potential these episodes become the quintessential in the 

context of social and ideological rupture they emphasize.  

 

 

Cholaje in Bolivia 

 

The birth of the cholaje as a variant of the mestizaje principle of mixed race 

community based upon descendants of an union between creole white and the indigenous can 

be traced to the beginning of the 20
th

 century. Wherein mestizaje an emblem of the new 

hybrid society became a racial type mestizo (half creole half indigenous) in cholaje the 

symbol of the new social and political paradigm became the racial type of cholo (half mestizo 

half indigenous). Mestizaje had a significant role in post-revolutionary Mexico where it 

became a national principle of tolerance and hybridity of the Mexican nation. It was hailed by 

the philosophers such as Jose Vasconcelos who in his seminal book La Raza Cosmica (The 

Cosmic race) wrote that mestizaje/mixing of the races is a natural and desirable direction for 

humankind (Vasconcelos 1997, p.XIV).  

Cholaje was first analyzed and proposed in the Bolivian literature by Alcides 

Arguedas   in the novel Raza de bronce (The Bronze race) who moved from mestizaje 

towards cholaje as to set in motion a paradigm that cholo (who has more indigenous blood 

than mestizo) can be an answer to hybridity between white supremacy and indigenous 

incapability of political thought. Franz Tamayo, Bolivian intellectual further developed 

cholaje as the only principle that unites indigenous labor strength and mestizo capability of 

political and social taught. Tamayo proposed that cholaje must act out an acculturation of the 

indigenous through assimilation based on western European customs and paradigms (Mesa, 

Gisbert 1997). 

After Tamayo cholaje became a tool for reshaping of the Bolivia through fighting the 

creole white supremacy through MNR (Revolutionary Nationalist Movement) which was 

victorious in the 1952 Bolivian Revolution. The revolution established cholaje as the 

nationalism of Bolivia which   was omnipresent in every cultural and artistic output that came 

from the country until Fausto Reinaga advocated a new paradigm of indigenous nationalism 
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known as indianismo. Reinaga was at first an ardent Marxist following Mariategui and his 

vision of the Peruvian cholismo. Later he developed indianismo as the only paradigm that can 

free indigenous society from their enslavement in the white –mestizo cholaje. Reinaga wrote 

in his La Revolucion India: “I sought the liberation of the Indians, prior destruction of the 

white-mestizo cholaje. I propose the Indian revolution.” (Reinaga 1969, p.463). Reinaga went 

on to form PIB (Bolivian Indian Party) which soon became a clandestine political party but 

had an enormous influence on the authors of Ukamau Sanjines and Soria. 
2
 

Prior to Grupo Ukamau that evolved around the production of the eponymous film, 

Bolivian cinema, the arts and literature was almost completely dominated by the cholaje 

paradigm. Most of the artists and writers tended to hail the acculturation of the indigenous 

through assimilation into cholaje defending the notion that cholaje brings out the best of the 

indigenous strength and White-Mestizo brain (Arguedas, 1909). 

 

 

Deconstruction of Cholaje in Ukamau 

 

Ukamau was produced by the funds from ICB (Bolivian Film Institute) in 1966 and the 

script was co-written by director Sanjines and Oscar Soria – arguably the best screenwriter in 

Latin America in the 60s whose usage of retrospectives and flash-back dramaturgy was 

imitated and cited in many subsequent authors  in the region (Miguel Littin, Jose Hermosillo). 

Ukamau was on the forefront of the evolving cine indigena (indigenous cinema) of the South 

America marked by usage of indigenous languages such as Quechua and Aymara. Native 

languages became the main tool in the deconstruction of the cholaje ideology that tended to 

overcome the burdens of underdevelopment of the peasant indigenous population by culturing 

them through forced communication on the Spanish language and forced wearing of the 

western fashion.  

David J. Wood analyzed Ukamau from the perspectives of the avant-garde tendencies 

and linked it with the epic theater of Brecht in the Berlin of the 30s. (Wood, 2006, p. 79) 

                                                           
2
 Indiansimo achieved its political victory when in 2006 Evo Morales became the first indigenous president of 

Bolivia after almost 200 years of politics led by creoles and cholistas. 
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Wood failed to give any insight on the context of cholaje and prescribed all of the topics in 

the film to generalized term indigenismo. On the other hand, contemporary politics in Bolivia 

saw the film as the betrayal of the order and the ideology of cholaje. One week after the 

beginning of the distribution in the theaters Sanjines, Soria and others from the production 

team were fired from the ICB and the funding of their future productions were withdrawn 

(Sánchez, J. 1999, p. 83.)  

Jose Sanchez, a preeminent film scholar from Bolivia in his book The Art and Politics 

of the Bolivian Cinema also blurred the importance of the cholaje deconstruction evident in 

the Ukamau and concerned his essay on the subject in the terms of artistic freedoms and 

guerilla film production. The film crew became known ironically as the Ukamau (Ukamau in 

Aymara means that’s the way it is) after their expulsion from the ICB and Sanjines (pursuing 

the anti-cholaje attitude) founded the Ukamau Ltd. that produced his best known film The 

Blood of the Condor in 1969, funded by private money. Ukamau Ltd. was responsible for 

bringing the guerilla cinema to the indigenous population in the remote areas of Tacna and the 

Altiplano. Equipped with the van and the projector the Ukamau Grupo gave the indigenous 

community their first glance of the big screen with the topics depicting no less than 

themselves and their social issues. (Sanjinés, J.,   Ukamau Group, 1989)  

Film was shot in black and white on the authentic locations near the Titicaca lake and 

the island La Isla de Sol while the other half of the film was shot on the remote locations in 

the Andes and on the deserted plateau of Altiplano. Screenplay can be seen as one fitting well 

into the concept of social drama
3
 and I am using the social drama mechanism principally on 

the basis that liminality of its concept answers for much of the debated contents narrated in 

the film:  

1. Breach- Mayta and Sabina are indigenous couple that survives in the Andes by 

trading their manually produced goods on the local market and by defying the cholista rule 

that no Indian can be a free trader.  

2. Crisis- the Mestizo trader Rosendo Ramos rapes and kills Sabina. He is the corrupt 

and violent agent that cheaply buys goods from the indigenous population and sells them to 

cholistas for higher value. Ramos is depicted through the violent and aggressive relationship 

                                                           
3
 As proposed by the Scottish  anthropologist Victor Turner in the: Schism and Continuity in an African Society: 

A Study of Ndembu Village Life, 1957. 
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between him and his cholita wife. We can observe his frustration that he has to beat his own 

wife because of the subordination to the cholista class that rules the village.  

3. Redressive action - in which Mayta, an Aymara indigenous buries his wife in the 

traditional ceremony in the high Andes and he doesn’t seek justice from the ruling cholista 

militia- knowing that he cannot achieve satisfaction through legal proceedings because the 

corrupted agencies of the government will never fight for the Indian.  

4. Schism
4
 – by refusal of the legal proceedings Mayta loses the possibility of the 

reintegration into system and opts for schism by killing Ramos and finally stands against the 

cholistas (represented by the government and repressive apparatus) and mestizaje (represented 

by the exploitative Ramos).  

This reading of the screenplay through mechanism of the Social drama is directly 

linked with the deconstruction of the cholaje ideology in a sense that schism and Mayta’s 

rupture can be understood as the subversive inauguration of the indianismo that later 

developed into open indigenous nationalism in the case of The Blood of the Condor. Mayta 

was forced into liminality both in the terms of spatial and social position he occupies outside 

the limens of cholaje community.  

Cinematography of Genaro Sanjines follows the script in a sense that every change in 

the narrative and dramaturgy is accentuated with the shift of the length of the shots (from long 

to jump-cuts), camera angle (from the aerial shot of the market and aerial fade-out to low 

angles, with often usage of the hand-held camera in the sequences of  catching the chicken, 

raping of Sabina and the final fight) and the size of the shots (from medium shot, to close ups 

and extreme close ups in the portrayal of the psychological conditions of the characters). The 

final sequence is very intriguing in the context of the dramaturgy but also on the symbolic 

scale of the representation of the deconstructed cholaje. Sequence starts with the aerial shot 

and panoramic view of the Altiplano and that suddenly it descends in the tracking shot down 

the crane finishing with the close ups of Mayta and Ramos. What follows is the series of 

choreographed jump-cuts shot by hand held camera and the short tracking shot accentuated by 

                                                           
4
 Turner’s early concept of the Social drama recognized reintegration as the fourth stage of the process, but 

later Turner developed schism as the double in the process. Reintegration was concerned  with the 
catacumeneic  aspect of the social drama where the individual from the coherent collective was put through 
the liminal rite of passage, wherein schism the individual was acting as the stranger/other forced to make a 
decision to/or not to be assimilated into the community. 
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the score. Finally after a brief flash-back of dying Ramos imagining Sabina and his crime the 

camera ascends back to the aerial position from the beginning of the sequence.  

On the symbolic scale the final chapter in the film can be seen as the revenge of the 

indigenous individual against the exploitative nature of the cholaje but also as the 

deconstructed myth that cholaje can represent a community of the oppressor and the 

oppressed. Final sequence also answers the dramaturgical question that is posed in the 

exposition of the narrative: why is the indigenous righteous and the cholista is corrupted?   

Answers are given through associative idea montage principle that is thoroughly 

precise in the Ukamau. In the opening shots we witness the exposition of the allegoric 

material and discontinued shots of the lake, kalasasaya (type of Inca stone wall without 

cement) and the representation of Mayta and Sabina as the part of the landscape. Associative 

montage links the symbolic materials from the nature with the corporal essence from the 

Aymara wherein the living and non-living world is united through circulation of the natural 

order. Indigenous is thus represented as one with the nature and from the nature which can be 

ideologically linked to the notion that indigenous have the right to be masters of their land 

(echoing the Reinaga theory from the La Revolucion India). 

On the other hand cholaje through Rosendo Ramos is associated with western 

materialism towards food, money and sexual greed, mestizaje is represented as the antithesis 

of the purity, and authenticity of the indigenous. Ramos is linked with the frustration of 

having a cholita wife, being a trader and not a cholista ruler. He desperately tries to fit into 

cholaje by drinking, gambling with the cholista power men. In one of the important byplays 

from the film Ramos is beaten down by the drunken cholista after being accused of cheating. 

Ramos is thrown out of the cholista party although he traded indigenous goods with the 

cholistas.  

The central part of the film follows a dual story line: first we track down Mayta after 

the Sabina killing, pleading with his indigenous community and the Elders of the community 

of the Yumani (Aymara tribe). He refuses police assistance and befriends Ramos in order to 

find out his routine. Second story line follows Ramos and his cholita wife and is filled with 

cholaje ideologems: Ramos drinking and abusing women, gambling and exploiting 

indigenous farmers; his cholita wife breaks Aymara amulets as they supposedly bring bad 

luck etc.  The two story lines finally unite in the final sequences wherein the cholaje is 

deconstructed as false, murderous and corrupted agency towards the indigenous.  
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Although Ukamau has some elements of the melodrama it cannot be seen only as the 

genre film such as Corazon Aymara or Wara Wara.
5
 Both films were paradigms of building 

national identity of Bolivia on the false premises of mestizaje and cholaje (Jeff Himpele, 2007 

p. 100). While Bolivian historians such as Mesa Gisbert openly hide the critique of the 

cholaje and the notion of the blanqueamiento (whitening) as a prime assimilative process 

evident in Bolivian history throughout the 20
th

 century, Sanjines and Grupo Ukamau followed 

Reinaga’s indianismo and became the only truly anti-cholaje artist in the country. 

Blanqueamiento can be traced in Bolivia to writings of Arguedas and Tamayo, and although 

they didn’t specifically used the term it can be linked to the general notion of the Mejorar la 

raza (Improve the race) principle which was advocated by both writers. Blanqueamiento was 

a most dangerous tool used by the ideologist of cholaje, in a sense that it offered a nominal 

improvement of socio-political status for the mixed raced or the indigenous, but in praxis it 

forced the acculturation of the indigenous by forcing them to adopt the cholaje paradigm 

(using the Spanish language, changing their ceremonials and rituals, changing their social and 

cultural habitus etc.) 

Ukamau was a first iconoclastic film that deconstructed cholaje in all of its subversion, 

but Sanjines went on to attack cholaje openly in The Blood of the Condor from 1969. 

Originally titled Yawar Mallku (Quechuan) the film also depicts indigenous protagonist Sixto 

who went on to be semi-assimilated by the cholaje. His indigenous identity and the denial of 

it is revealed when during the football game he faults one of his colleagues (a cholo). The 

dialogue that follows reveals the true relationship between cholaje and the indigenous:  

Sixto: "Sorry my friend, I didn’t mean to hit you. “ 

Cholo: "You stupid Indian!" 

Sixto: "Damn it! I am not an Indian!” 

Sixto was an indigenous peasant before he moved into big town and became a factory 

worker. He began to use only Spanish and to dress up by the cholista fashion. He desperately 

wants to eliminate his indigenous identity by becoming a true cholista, that’s why he is 

offended by the Cholo’s accusation. But finally after his brother Ignacio (an indigenous 

chieftain Yawar) dies in the hospital because the cholista establishment didn’t care about 

                                                           
5
 Corazon Aymara (Aymara heart) is a lost Bolivian film directed by Pedro  Sambarino in 1925. Silent film was 

Bolivian first ever feature. Wara Wara from directed by Jose Velasco Maidana is an epic spectacle depicting the 
romance between Inca princess and the white conquistador. 
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another sick Indian, Sixto throws his cholaje assimilated features and goes back to be an 

indigenous ready to fight the cholaje. Final scene of the film with indigenous men holding 

rifles is a symbolic orifice of the deconstruction of the cholaje that began with Ukamau.  

 

 

Cholaje in Peru 

 

Cholaje had a different role in the 20
th

 century Peru (than in Bolivia) and its legacy is 

still marked by positive meaning of the term in the national discourse. Most of the Peruvians 

still claim the national identity through the cholo mixed-race type that had a negative, 

pejorative, and discriminative meaning throughout the colonial and de-colonial discourse. 

Affirmation of the cholo identity in Peru can be linked to the theories of Joséa Carlosa 

Mariátegui, a prominent Latin American Marxist and one of the founders of PCP (Pervian 

Comminist Party). Mariátegui wrote a series of essays in the Mexican periodical Amauta that 

were concerned of affirmation of the Peruvian version of the mestizaje through emancipative 

strength of the cholismo- a movement created on the Marxist basis that tried to unite cholos 

and the indigenous into a Peruvian revolutionary proletariat (Mariátegui, 1958). His theories 

were similar to Gramasci's notion of the cultural hegemony but also they owe most of their 

practical operative praxis to Pekhanov's historical materialism. Indeed, Mariátegui along with 

Victor Haya de la Torre (leader of the PAP- Peruvian Apristic Party) created the APRA 

(American popular revolutionary alliance) on the notion of the cholaje in which the 

revolutionary force can only be extracted from the cholos but not from the apolitical 

indigenous.  

Cholaje was also rooted in one of the most important artistic movements in Peru of the 

20
th

 century- Pintura indigena Peruana (Peruvian Indigenous Painting). Its leader José 

Sabogal was also a Peruvian dissident like Mariátegui publishing essays in the Amauta, but he 

worked on completely different agenda. Sabogal and his contemporaries from PIP (Julia 

Codesido, Cota Carvallo and Camilo Blas) used their cholaje background to openly advocate 

indigenismo (a paradigm of reviving the indigenous better past with indigenous potential in 

the coinage of mestizaje) and their reinterpretation of the indigenous and cholo subjects 

positioned in the iconography reserved only to creole elite is the first of its kind in South 
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America (Sciorra, 2013, p.114.) Example of their output is best witnessed in the works of 

Cota Carvallo especially in the painting Desnudo Andino which depicts a cholita as the naked 

Venus.  

PIP was very important in affirmation of the cholaje ideology in the arts but things 

changed rapidly with the emergence of two guerilla organization that annihilated positive 

aspects of the cholaje: MRTA (Revolutionary Movement Tupac Amaru) and  Sendero 

Luminoso (Shining Path).  Sendero Luminoso became a real nemesis for the indigenous 

peasant population in Peru. The organization named after one quote from Mariátegui
6
 began 

to exploit indigenous population on the notion that they couldn’t be incorporated into Maoist 

revolutionary proletariat that Sendero supposedly wanted to achieve. This issue is elaborated 

in uncanny fashion in The Milk of Sorrow, arguably the most important Peruvian film after 

Francisco Jose Lombardi's eponymous 1985 adaptation of Vargas Llosa novel The City and 

The Dog. 
7
 

 

 

Deconstructing cholaje in The Milk of Sorrow 

 

 The English title The Milk of Sorrow doesn’t really grasp the true essence of the 

Spanish La teta asustada and it would be more appropriate if the title was translated literally 

as the scared breast.  Claudia Llosa's film resurfaced the Quechua language as the main 

language in the auteur cinema 40 years after Jorge Sanjines used it Yawar mallku (The Blood 

of the Condor).  The Quechua title Mancharisca ñuñu which also means scared breast and it 

implies a belief of the raped indigenous women in Peru that fear and evil spirit is transferred 

from the mother to her baby through mother’s milk (Rist 2014, p. 552). Llosa based the main 

topics of the film from the survey done by Kimberly Theidon - professor of medical 

anthropology at University of Harvard.  

                                                           
6
 “El Marxismo-Leninismo abrirá el sendero luminoso hacia la revolución- Marxism–Leninism will open the 

shining path to revolution”. Cited in Encyclopædia Britannica. Retrieved June 11, 2009 this Mariátegui quote is 
absent from his essays and papers from the periodicals.  
7
 The Milk of Sorrow won the Golden Bear award at the 2009 Berlinale  
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Theidon researched consequences of trauma related issues witnessed by the women 

survivors of the rape and physical terror done by the military and by Sendero Luminoso. She 

published her research and anthropological analysis in the book Intimate Enemies: Violence 

and Reconciliation in Peru- Studies in Human Rights (Philadelphia, 2012.) The book 

generated a huge public interest on the subject that was tabooed, stigmatized and elided in the 

Peruvian but also in American public sphere. Theidon highlighted the term mancharisca ñuñu 

which represents passive and transgressed form of rehabilitation of the indigenous women- 

victims of rape and forced mothers- through breastfeeding (Theidon, 2012, p. 43-44).  

The Milk of Sorrow is a story about Fausta – indigenous Quechua girl who lives in 

chabolas (shack) near Lima with her old mother who was a victim of mass raping done by the 

members of Sendero Luminoso. Mother is on her deathbed and dying with the Quchua melody 

and song about her misfortune and rape. After her death Fausta inserts potato into her vagina 

in order not to be raped or deflowered like so many indigenous females. She is admitted into 

hospital due to the genital complications caused by the inserted potato. Her uncle- who 

becomes increasingly adapted to cholaje iconography- becomes her patron after her mother’s 

death. After coming out from hospital Fausta finds the job, becoming a servant for the 

reclusive concert pianist Aida. Working as a servant she befriends Noe, an indigenous 

working for Aida as a gardener. The two became friends and speak Quchua to each other. 

Aida is touched by Fausta’s gentle song and gives her a diamond that can enable her mother’s 

funeral. Finally after even her uncle tries to take advantage of her and rape her she escapes 

and takes her mother’s coffin in order to give her a traditional Quchua funeral by the sea 

instead of the fashionable cholistic funeral prepared by her uncle. 

The Milk of Sorrow emphasizes three main contexts in the dramaturgy: 1. Nominal 

breach of Fausta performed by her disobedience to paternalistic social model and her 

unwillingness to be a submissive indigenous woman. 2. Socio-historical trauma generated by 

guerilla warfare and by exploitation of the indigenous population. 3. Subversive context 

comprehended through anthropological analysis which discloses the oppression done by the 

cholaje over the indigenous community and their traditions and customs. The visual style of 

the film is remarkably subtle, most of the shots beside their narrative function possess a strong 

symbolic value conditioned by the fact that most of the films is seen through the Fausta’s 

perspective. Claudia Llosa together with her director of cinematography Natasha Braier 

created a remarkable sequence with the initial six shots which created a dramaturgical 

summary for the entire film: 
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1. First shot- black screen with audible melody sung by Fausta’s mother in Quechu 

depicting a rape and terror done by the guerilla and the military personnel.  

2. Second shot- black-screen melts into close-up of the mother who is on her 

deathbed continuing with the song and joined by Fausta. 

3. Third shot- a medium shot of Fausta in front of the window in the moment of her 

mother’s dying groan. Filmed with a deep focus a shot emphasizes Fusta in the 

forefront but also a chabolas in the background. 

4. Fourth shot- a quick jump-cut with a black screen and the film’s title popping out. 

5. Fifth shot- a wide shot showing the backyard of the house with Fausta’s uncle and 

his family getting ready for a cholaje styled wedding of her daughter. Characters 

speak Spanish not Quchua. Filmed with deep focus and from Fausta’s POW it 

establishes main contention between cholaje and the indigenous. 

6. Sixth shot- a zooming close-up of Fausta coming to the backyard with the bleeding 

nose and fainting on the ground after inserting a potato into her vagina. 

A song sung by the mother is the real uncanny trigger for the unfolding plot. The song 

is given in detail to elaborate an amount of terror and dismay that the military and Sendero 

Luminoso unleashed onto indigenous community. 

Mother’s song:  

Perhaps, someday, you will understand how much I cried. I begged on my knees to 

those poor bustards that night. I screamed, the hills echoed and people laughed. I 

fought with my pain saying: A bitch with rabies must have given birth to you, and that 

is why you have eaten her breasts. Now, you can swallow me  

Now, you can suck me like you did to your mother. This woman who sings was 

grabbed, was raped that night. They didn't care about my unborn daughter. They raped 

me with their penises and hands. With no pity for my daughter watching them from 

inside and not satisfied with that. They made me swallow the dead penis of my 

husband Josefo. His poor dead penis seasoned with gunpowder. With that pain I 

screamed. You better kill me and bury me with my Josefo. I know nothing here!
8
 

 

                                                           
8
 My translation 
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As evident in the researched published by Kimberly Theidon, a multiple raping of the 

indigenous women was a common practice executed by Sendero Luminoso. The women were 

raped and sodomized in front of their husbands afterwards the husbands were castrated and 

shot, while women were forced to uncanny fellation with the dead genitals (Theidon, 2012). 

Sendero Luminoso started as the Maoist guerilla fighting the oligarchic bourgeoisie but soon 

transformed into terrorist organization that exploited, killed, massacred and tortured primarily 

indigenous population from the rural regions (Comisión de la Verdad y Reconciliación. p. 

191).  

Cholaje, represented subversively in the film as the right hand of the oppressor, had 

similar effects in Peru as in Bolivia. Llosa subtly threads shots in which cholaje and cholismo 

is criticized: paternalistic system symbolized by Fausta’s uncle   who reveals himself as a 

corrupt agencies when he desires to sexually abuse his niece. Cholismo is also represented as 

the ideology which destructs and diminishes indigenous rituals and ethnography: Fausta’s 

mother is planned to be buried on the municipal graveyard instead traditionally by the sea. 

Cholismo is rotten in simulating the creole kitsch: wedding of the uncle’s daughter with long 

wedding dress, kitsch music, insisting the usage of the Spanish instead of Quechua – the 

repression towards the mother tongue is seen as acculturation effect of the cholaje over the 

indigenous community.  

All of the above are codes of the cholaje/cholismo ideology that Llosa carefully 

deconstructs through Fausta’s story: 1.Fausta befriends Noe and speaks Quechua recognizing 

her own indigenous identity. 2. Fausta repels uncle’s desire and his paternalism which is a 

clear sign of detachment from the paternalistic and exploitative nature of the cholaje towards 

females. 3. Fausta buries her mother alone and in the traditional ceremony rupturing the 

cholaje tendency of the complete acculturation of the indigenous. Maybe the most essential 

shot from the film is one in which the potato sprout drops from her genitals. Shot is done from 

Fausta’s point of view using the high-angle camera with the close-up of the sprout and is the 

symbolic volte face of the film. Afterwards Fausta begins her emancipation from the fear, 

cholaje and paternalism. Potato inside of vagina was at first a symbol of innocence and fear 

from being raped. Somewhere in the middle it became a shelter from the cholaje corruptness 

and finally with the sprout dropping outside   it becomes a symbol of liberation.  

Feminist aspects of the film are also omnipresent: Fausta’s struggle for her human 

rights and emancipation, solidarity towards women who experience grief (Aida, her mother) 
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and self-determination outside the ideological constraints of paternalism, cholismo and 

popular culture. We can also observe the tendency of gender playing with Fausta transposition 

from the oppressed female identity towards emancipated identity highlighted by her 

unwillingness to succumb to the chauvinistic doctor in the hospital and with repudiation of the 

uncle. Feminist aspects are also strengthen by the fact that the film was made almost 

exclusively by women: besides Llosa as the director and Braier as the cinematographer, 

costume design was done by Ana Villaneuva, music was scored by Selma Mutal and  casting 

director was Barbara Acosta (Rist, 2014, p. 554) 

Anthropological implications represented in the film are also important: cholistas are 

linked with kitsch, exploitation, bad taste, paternalism and ideology obedience; Indigenous 

(Fausta and her mother, Noe) are linked with patience, subtleness, ethnography and 

righteousness. Fausta is clearly a symbol of the indianismo, but unlike indianismo of Fausto 

Reinaga witnessed in Ukamau, indianismo in The Milk of Sorrow is one aimed towards 

individual and her emancipation which although it includes sense of belonging to the 

indigenous community and its traditional inheritance is much more concerned with 

overcoming of the archetypal ideological and social representation of the indigenous woman.  
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Final words on the deconstruction of cholaje in Ukamau and The Milk of Sorrow 

 

Although they belong to completely different aesthetic and poetic worlds Ukamau and 

The Milk of Sorrow share two main paradigms: the deconstruction of the prevailing cholaje 

ideology and the invocation of the indianismo. While the deconstruction of cholaje in 

Ukamau was primarily concerned with the revolutionary aims of its makers, the one evident 

in The Milk of Sorrow had the agenda of emancipating a contemporary indigenous woman 

from the terror of cholaje and paternalism. Ukamau was overtly inclined towards indianismo 

prophesized by Fausto Reinaga as the destruction of the white –Mestizo cholaje which was 

destructing indigenous cultures in Bolivia. The film opened the doors for revolutionary 

manifesto of the indianismo elaborated in the Yawar Mallku. In the Milk of Sorrow we 

witness an intimate version of indianismo suitable for the postmodern framework of the film.  

There is a strange iconography evoked in both films that symbolizes both the 

indianismo and the deconstruction of cholaje. In Ukamau this iconography is based over an 

Aymara amulet – a effigy vessel of the frog which symbolizes indigenous identity and which 

brings bad luck for Mestizo Ramos and his cholita wife. In The Milk of Sorrow this 

iconography is unfolded over the story of the potato inside the vagina and the symbolism of 

its fallen sprout. Both Mayta in Ukamau and Fausta in The Milk of Sorrow have emancipated 

themselves from the previous strains of the imposed cholaje ideology and have reshaped their 

identity towards self-determination and breach with the supposed social and ideological order. 
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Summary 

 

In this paper the author executed the aimed deconstruction of cholaje in Ukamau and 

The Milk of Sorrow using a formal, stylistic and visual analysis of the film material. Implying 

the notion that cholaje becomes a negative, corrupted and oppressive ideology in the films 

narrative the paper highlights the indianismo as the subversive product of that deconstruction. 

Both of main characters, Mayta in Ukamau and Faustain The Milk of Sorrow are represented 

as the inaugurators of the emancipation inside the indigenous community that resulted from 

the liberation from the restrains and ideological issues of choleje. Although they belong to 

different artistic and aesthetical traditions of Latin American cinema, two films become linked 

with the notions of deconstructed cholaje revealed through the research and with appended 

context of indianismo.  

 

 


